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Press Release 

Municipal Elections: An Artificial Ritual of Colonial Quotas 
(Translated) 

At a time when the countries of the world are keen to prevent any external interference in their internal 
affairs, and while the investigations are being held to account any politician receiving financial or media support 
from foreign countries, the government of Tunisia wants to make the British Embassy take over supervising the 
rehabilitation of the ministry's first and internal staff and the staff of the radio and television. You can hear the 
government’s blessings of the sudden visits by the ambassadors of France, the European Union and America to 
all regions and it allows their interference in all affairs and sectors. Now the Independent Electoral Commission 
is "receiving" the Ambassador of France, and will hold its meeting under his "auspicious"  supervision? To 
inform him of the latest preparations for the municipal elections scheduled for 06/05/2018. 

We have repeatedly revealed the direct intervention of ambassadors of Western countries in the affairs of 
the country and their frequent trips to ministries, organizations and civil society organizations and their 
"generous" distribution of funds " in exchange for control of programs and the conducting of business. We have 
often exposed this shameful silence of the rulers of the country towards the suspicious movements of these 
diplomats, this proves the intensity of the conflict between the crusader Western colonial countries over the 
Muslim countries, including Tunisia, and the inability of their agents to achieve "stability" that guarantees the 
colonizers’ ultimate control over the country. So the ambassadors came out in person from their caves to start 
running the affairs of the country themselves; and everyone wants to guarantee their share of the cake. 

Therefore, we once again alert the public to the reality of the relationship between the rulers of Tunisia and 
the countries of the European Union and the nature of the humiliating colonial conditions established by the 
Union to perpetuate that relationship 

Article 13 of the European Union document on 14/09/2016 included the condition for the supervision 
of the municipal elections, in addition to other conditions such as not criminalizing homosexuality and 
the recognition of equality in inheritance and recognition of gay marriage ... and other conditions that 
declares the war against Allah and His Messenger. 

The intervention of Western ambassadors - especially the French and European ambassadors - in the 
internal affairs of the electoral body is a political expression of their direct supervision of the current electoral 
process, by financing and facilitating it to be drafted according to their colonial interests ... What is the meaning 
of state sovereignty if the intervention is of such magnitude? And where is the authority of the people regarding 
the plots that are drawn up behind the scenes and in the closed chambers of intelligence inside these 
embassies? 

The "rulers" of Tunisia continue the policy of absolute subordination to the European West: their greatest 
concern is to receive an approval of their good conduct from the colonial West despite their humiliation and 
subordination. The successive black lists that the country is put in, is only an evidence that the service of the 
crusader colonial West and accepting their conditions produces only more Political extortion and loss of 
sovereignty, and perhaps loss of manhood if this remains meaningful to them! 

A country full of freely travelling ambassadors and spies, and Western countries supervises its 
electoral functions, is far from sovereign and independent. Therefore, the duty of sincere and serious sons 
of the Muslims is: 

Work to liberate the country from all forms of colonialism, there is no sense to any elections or any 
political action under colonialism. This is achieved by renouncing the democratic and capitalist man-made 
regimes because they are the reason and means of control by the colonialist Kaffir over our country, and to 
confront any colonial intervention whatever its title. (aid, loans, support…) 

Everyone must knows that Tunisia is a dear part of the Muslim Land (it is not Europe’s tail) and its 
people are from the Islamic Ummah (and not the servants of the Western countries) from the Ummah of 
Muhammad (saw), it has more dignity and glory than to allow its destiny to be determined by the weak 
and by the enemies. 

Allah (swt) says: ﴿ َسَبيِلً  وَلنَ يجَْعلََ اللَّهُ لِلْكَافرِِينَ عَلىَ الْمُؤْمِنِين﴾  “and never will Allah give the disbelievers over the 

believers a way [to overcome them]” [An-Nisa : 141] 
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